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Late Harvest: On Back Roads in the Deep South 
Photographs by Forest McMullin 
Atlanta-based artist shows a new series of photographs for the first time.  
 
Dates: October 12 – November 10, 2018 

Opening Reception for the artist: Friday, October 12, 6:00-8:00 pm 

Gallery talk by the artist: Saturday, October 20, 2:00 pm 

 

Thomas Deans Fine Art, 690 Miami Circle NE #905, Atlanta, GA 30324 

Gallery Hours: Monday - Saturday, 11-5 

 
Thomas Deans Fine Art is pleased to present Late Harvest, an exhibition of photographs 
by Atlanta-based photographer Forest McMullin in his first solo show in Atlanta. In the 
wake of the 2016 presidential election, McMullin set off on a personal journey to try to 
make sense of the results, traveling through remote corners of the Deep South. Using 
only a paper map as guide, McMullin spent weeks on the road in areas completely 
unknown to him as a northerner. He drove through rural North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas, finding his way largely by 
chance or whim. The photographs he made on the trip frankly but sympathetically 
document the people and places he visited, and they lead the viewer to draw more 
nuanced conclusions than McMullin himself anticipated. The photographs reveal 
unexpected beauties and a profound sense of place. They are McMullin’s personal, 
empathic record of a region and its identity.  
 
Forest McMullin is known for his documentary photographs. He often documents social 
groups seen as “fringe,” bringing out their dignity, while still showing them with 
directness and honesty. At first McMullin assumed that Late Harvest, too, would be a 
portrait project documenting the faces and environments that seemed emblematic of 
the region. He thought the project might be something along the lines of “Adventures in 
Trumpland.” But as he stopped to photograph people and to listen to their personal 
stories, he was touched by their kindness and openness.  He soon realized that the 
towns, landscapes, and buildings he passed shared a visual power that he also felt 
compelled to consider and record.   
 
Forest McMullin moved from New York to Atlanta in 2008 to teach at the Savannah 
College of Art and Design (SCAD). His photographs have been exhibited across the 
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United States and as far away as Paris and Beijing. His work is found in 
numerous public and private collections. He has received many fellowships, 
grants, and artist residencies. His photographs have appeared in countless 
periodicals, including Time, Forbes, Fortune, Business Week, People, Audubon, 
Smithsonian Magazine, The New York Times, The London Sunday Times, Der 
Stern, and Le Monde, among others. 
 
The gallery will host a public opening reception for the artist on Friday, October 12, 6:00-
8:00 p.m. 
Forest McMullin will give a gallery talk about the photographs in the exhibition on 
Saturday, October 20, at 2:00 p.m. The public is cordially invited.  
 
### 
 
About Thomas Deans Fine Art 
Thomas Deans Fine Art was established in 1983 and is located on Miami Circle, in the 
heart of Atlanta's art and design district. The gallery specializes in contemporary 
paintings, contemporary and historical works on paper, and selected contemporary  
photography. The gallery works regularly with museums, private and corporate 
collectors, casual buyers, interior designers, and art consultants.  
 
Thomas Deans is the founder (1983) and president of Thomas Deans Fine Art and was co-
founder of The Gallery Downstairs, London (1985-1997). 
 
Mr. Deans has written and lectured extensively about the fine and performing arts, with 
projects for PBS, The Metropolitan Opera Guild, New York City Center for the Performing 
Arts, Cleveland, San Jose, Richmond, and Sacramento ballets, the Cummer Museum and 
Gardens, the Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg (Florida), the High Museum of Art, 
Atlanta, the Albany (Georgia) Museum of Art, the Florida Institute for Art Education, and 
Women's Art Journal, among others.  
 
He has written chapters on British paintings/artists for The Catalogue of the Collection, St. 
Petersburg Museum of Fine Arts (1994) and Women Artists, by Margaret Barlow (1999). 
He currently serves on the Dean's Advisory Board for the college of fine art, drama, 
dance, and design at Florida State University.  
 
 


